INTRODUCTION
============

During the last 20 years, the role of non-linear DNA structures in replication, recombination, DNA packaging within the nucleus and regulation of gene expression has become more and more appreciated ([@b1]--[@b6]). Non-linear DNA structures are not directly linked with the protein-coding part of sequences, but are exploited by the cell in a way in which the sequence itself plays no role other than to support or facilitate certain spatial structures. As a consequence, DNA actually encodes, in its sequence, at least two independent levels of functional information. The first level, which is well known, is used for encoding proteins and their regulatory elements. The DNA sequence is then the actual physical carrier for the genetic information that codes for the vast amount of proteins to be produced. In addition, the primary DNA sequence also holds the *cis*-regulatory elements responsible for directing spatial and temporal gene expression patterns in response to metabolic requirements, developmental programs and a plethora of external stimuli. Extensive research during the past decades has revealed that eukaryotic gene transcription is a remarkably intricate biochemical process that is tightly regulated at many levels ([@b7]--[@b9]). DNA-binding transcription factors (TFs) are one of the important components in this network and orchestrate gene expression by binding DNA through specific *cis*-acting regulatory elements, which are short conserved motifs of 5 up to 20 nt usually found in the vicinity of the 5′ end of genes, in what is called the promoter (see below).

The second level of information, and the focus of the current study, is contained in the physical and structural properties of the DNA molecule itself. Although DNA is often depicted as a uniformly straight and rigid double helix, it possesses inherent structural properties that play a role in many different biological processes ([@b1]--[@b4],[@b10]). Because of the important role of these structural properties in different key biological processes, much research has focused on the biophysical understanding of the intrinsic curvature and bendability of DNA sequences ([@b11]--[@b15]). DNA does not behave as an isotropic rod, but depending on the sequence it might bend more easily in one plane than another, indicating that it possesses a degree of anisotropic flexibility. Such flexibility is crucial, since interactions between static structures are insufficient to explain the DNA--protein recognition events necessary for, e.g. gene regulation ([@b14],[@b16]--[@b18]). In eukaryotes, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) is responsible for transcribing nuclear genes encoding the mRNAs and several small nuclear RNAs. Similar to RNA Pol I and Pol III, RNA Pol II cannot recognize its target promoter directly and cannot initiate transcription without accessory proteins. Instead, this large multisubunit enzyme relies on both general TFs and transcriptional activators and coactivators ([@b8],[@b19]). The regulation imposed by the distal part of the promoter is mainly based on the binding by TFs on different binding sites. The regulation of promoters by distal enhancers, e.g. within complex genetic loci, has been the subject of intense investigation, and models of communication between distant protein--DNA complexes include DNA looping, protein tracking or changes in DNA topology, each of which is thought to activate transcription by increasing the local concentration of factors in the vicinity of the promoter ([@b20]--[@b22]). The general concept is that DNA topology, due to physical and structural properties of DNA, strongly influences transcription by immediately promoting the assembly of specialized structures, which are required for enhancers or inhibitors, to exert their regulatory effect. The proximal part, or the core promoter, then serves as the recognition site for the basal transcription apparatus, which comprises the multisubunit RNA Pol II protein complex and several auxiliary factors. Core promoters show specificity both in their interactions with enhancers and with sets of general TFs that control distinct subsets of genes. Although there are no known DNA sequence motifs that are shared by all core promoters, a number of motifs have been identified that are present in a substantial fraction, the most familiar of these motifs being the TATA-box.

The correct assembly of the stereo-specific RNA Pol II nucleoprotein complex requires proteins to bind to DNA in a sequence specific manner, and the correct assembly of the complex necessitates that the DNA at least facilitates the complex to be built ([@b10],[@b19]). Because of the requirement of this physical support it is likely that specific higher-order structural elements are present within a core promoter and the question arises whether eukaryotic promoters contain general structural elements independently of the genes they control. Different studies have shown that, in general, eukaryotic core promoters indeed do have a distinct structural profile when compared with coding or non-regulatory sequences ([@b2],[@b23]--[@b26]). However, many of these studies were conducted on specific groups of core promoters based on their mutual function ([@b23],[@b25]) or the presence of specific core-promoter boxes ([@b26]).

Here, we investigate the higher-order structural topology of core promoters on a larger scale, for both mammal and plant sequences and report on a new approach that enables us to clearly differentiate between different core-promoters classes based on structural properties, such as intrinsic curvature, bendability, stacking energy and propeller twist.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Core-promoter datasets
----------------------

For human and mouse, we used the publicly available DBTSS database (<http://tarawa.icm.edu.pl/dbtss/>). This database contains information on the genomic positions of the transcriptional start sites (TSS) and the adjacent promoters for 8793 human and 6875 mouse genes, and was obtained by the mapping of 400 225 human and 580 209 mouse full-length cDNA sequences, respectively ([@b27]--[@b30]). For *Arabidopsis* and rice, we have constructed our own core-promoter datasets. The ARAPROM dataset (7088 promoter sequences) was constructed by aligning full-length cDNA sequences, generated by Seki *et al*. ([@b31]), with the genomic sequence ([@b32]). For the RICEPROM dataset, we adopted the same procedure, which resulted in 2195 putative promoter sequences. Because we were mainly interested in the regions flanking the putative TSS, i.e. the putative core-promoter regions, we extracted 100 bp upstream and 50 bp downstream of the TSS from each sequence in the dataset ([@b33],[@b34]).

Structural models
-----------------

In a first step, we converted the core-promoter sequences to a string of numerical values using the di- or trinucleotide values, coming from different structural models ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To this end, we used a sliding window approach with a step of 1 and a window size of 1--10 nt, respectively, in order to evaluate different smoothings of the raw profile signal. The different structural models that we considered are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Next to these structural models, we have also used the presence of CpG dinucleotides and CpNpG trinucleotides as additional models to describe a promoter region, although they are not linked to specific structural elements ([@b35]--[@b38]). In our study, we will not use the standard definition of Gardiner-Garden and Frommer ([@b39]), because this definition was based on a study on human sequences solely and as a consequence is highly correlated with the specific animal ([@b32]). In this regard, we opted for a simpler and more straightforward method where we associated a positive value with each CpG dinucleotide and each NpCpG, CpGpN or CpNpG trinucleotide and a zero value for all other di- or trinucleotides.

Clustering and classification
-----------------------------

In a second step, we have used the converted sequence information to classify the core-promoter sequences into different groups. To this end, we used a novel approach, which is based on clustering the converted sequences. Because the clustering algorithm looks for similarity in the given profiles, sequences that exhibit comparable structural elements will be grouped together.

Here, we used the adaptive quality-based clustering (AQBC) tool because of its advantages over more classical clustering methods ([@b40]--[@b42]). For example, AQBC does not require the number of clusters to be defined in advance and will not force every sequence into a specific cluster. The AQBC was developed specifically to find large clusters that have a good quality guarantee. In short, the algorithm uses a two-step heuristic approach, where in a first step, i.e. the quality-based approach, a sphere is defined within the high-dimensional representation of the data where the density of the elements is maximal. This maximum is based on a preliminary estimation of the radius of the sphere or cluster. In a following step, called the adaptive approach, the optimal radius of the sphere is adapted in such a way that only the elements with the highest significance are included. The size of the radius is determined for different spheres separately by a trade-off between the probability of false-positive results and negative results. In this way, we can guarantee that a certain gene is assigned to the right sphere or cluster with a certain probability. In our analyses we used a probability threshold of 99% ([@b42]).

To investigate the significance of the core-promoter classes obtained by our clustering approach, the acquired datasets were compared with non-core-promoter datasets. To test how well the core-promoter sets could be differentiated from non-core-promoter or 'negative' datasets, a benchmark procedure was set up as follows. As negative datasets, both randomized datasets and non-promoters sequences from the corresponding coding (containing exon and intron information) and intergenic sequences were used ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The randomized datasets were constructed based on different shuffling methods applied to the real core-promoter sequences: (i) simple shuffling: shuffling of the nucleotides at random, (ii) dinucleotide shuffling: the order of the nucleotides in the sequence is randomized but the dinucleotide frequencies are preserved ([@b43]) and (iii) Markov shuffling: a Markov chain of degree 1 is derived from the original sequence and this probability model is used to generate new sequences, starting from a random nucleotide ([@b44]).

Two different approaches were then used to classify core-promoter and non-promoter sequences, namely AQBC ([@b42]) and a support vector machine (SVM)-based approach. The SVM is a data-driven method for solving two-class classification tasks ([@b45],[@b46]). In our experiments, we used the SVM with a linear kernel (LSVM). To evaluate the performance of our classification, i.e. the ability to discriminate between core-promoter and non-core-promoter sequences, both the recall, defined as the proportion of positives that are correctly predicted, and the precision, defined as the proportion of predicted positives that are indeed correct, were evaluated: $$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}}$$ $$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}}$$ TP stands for true positives, TN for true negatives, FN for false negatives and FP for false positives. We used the *F*-measure that combines precision and recall, and is a measure for the overall classification performance. The *F*-measure takes the harmonic mean of recall and the precision: $$F = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{recall}}$$

Known core-promoter elements
----------------------------

To analyze the different core-promoter classes for the presence of known motifs, we used two different scanning approaches. The major difference between these two scanning approaches is the representation of the known motifs. On the one hand, we used the IUPAC consensus representation derived from a set of aligned sequences of the known binding sites. The consensus sequences were derived from the literature ([@b34],[@b47],[@b48]) and we used the TATA-box (TATAAA: −25/−30 nt TSS), the Inr-box (YYANWYY: +1 nt TSS), the DPE-box (RGWYV: +30 nt TSS), the BRE-box (SSRCGCC: −30 nt TSS), the CCAAT-box (GGNCAATCN: −75 nt TSS) and the GC-box (GGGCGG: −90/−100 nt TSS). A Perl-script was used to search for the occurrence of these motifs in the different core-promoter classes. Thereby, two different strategies were adopted. First, we scanned without position restrictions for the occurrence of a specific motif. Next, we limited the region where a motif can be found, based on the description of that specific known motif in the literature.

On the other hand, we used a quantitative representation of the motifs using a position weight matrix (PWM). These matrices are calculated by simply counting the occurrences of the nucleotides at each position of the motif. For the PWM matrices, we chose the matrices described by Bucher ([@b49]), such as the Initiation-, the TATA-, the CCAAT and the GC-box, which are available in the Transfac database (<http://www.gene-regulation.com/>). To scan with the PWMs, we used the PoSSum software ([@b50]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

When core-promoter sequences are converted to numerical values on the basis of the structural models listed above (see Materials and Methods), some first general conclusions can be drawn. For example, the number of inferred clusters for the different structural profiles is pretty similar and seems to be correlated with the window size that was used to evaluate different smoothings of the raw profile signal (see Materials and Methods). As can be expected, using a large window size gives fewer but larger promoter classes, whereas a small window size generates more, yet smaller promoter classes (see Supplementary Material at <http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/>). The average number of clusters formed by the AQBC method ([@b42]) is 17, for the different structural models, using a window of 5 nt, while a window size of 10 nt results in 12 clusters on average. In general, most core promoters belong to one of the clusters discerned by the AQBC algorithm (see Supplementary Material). For example, regarding the propeller twist structural model, 95% of the human and 92% of the *Arabidopsis* core-promoter sequences belong to one of the clusters using a window size of 10 bp, while for a window size of 5 bp, these percentages decrease to 88 and 85, respectively. These values are very similar for all structural models and show that the majority of the core promoters can be ascribed to a specific core-promoter class (see Supplementary Material). If we use very small window sizes this percentage will drop. As a consequence, using smaller window sizes will ascribe fewer genes to specific clusters. It should also be noted that sequences that belong to the same cluster do not show any, or very little, sequence similarity (data not shown).

For all structural models evaluated, the profiles are very similar between human and mouse, and between *Arabidopsis* and rice, but are clearly different between mammals and plants. For example, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the difference in profile between plants and mammals for the four clusters with the highest quality value obtained for duplex disrupt energy (see Materials and Methods). The corresponding profiles for *Arabidopsis* ([Figure 3, 1.a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and rice ([Figure 3, 2.a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and for human ([Figure 3, 3.a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and mouse ([Figure 3, 4.a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are very similar, whereas the plant profiles do not match any of the mammalian profiles. The same is true for profiles based on other structural models (see Supplementary Material).

Although the structural models described here are obtained through different experimental techniques, one could wonder to what extent some of those may be redundant, i.e. basically providing the same information. Both Liao *et al*. ([@b4]) and Baldi *et al*. ([@b51]) studied the computational correlation between different structural models and concluded that the models are by and large independent from each other. In this paper, we compared the gene content of the different core-promoter classes based on different structural models and found little overlap (see Supplementary Material), hereby confirming the results of previous studies that the structural models are complementary to one another and can provide independent supporting evidence ([@b4],[@b51]). From this, we can conclude that the models used to describe DNA structure capture different aspects of it. Several models may agree on some structural elements but can also uncover divergent interpretations of other structural elements. While no final consensus regarding these models exists, it is likely that each one provides a slightly different and partially complementary view of the DNA structure.

To investigate the significance of each core-promoter class and to get an overall view of the performance and discriminative power of our clustering approach based on the different structural models, we evaluated how well our core-promoters could be separated from non-core-promoter sequences. To this end, sequences from the cluster with the highest quality value of each structural model, using a window size of 5, were grouped with non-core-promoter sequences obtained from the five different negative datasets. Each dataset that was generated contained 25% positive sequences and 75% negative sequences. An LSVM-based approach was then applied to separate core-promoter sequences from non-core-promoter sequences (see Materials and Methods). These classification results are generally comparable for the different organisms, but can differ considerably for different structural models (see Supplementary Material). When using a window size of 5, six structural models are able to discriminate core-promoter sequences from non-promoter sequences for all the organisms, such as A-philicity, DNA bending stiffness, DNA denaturation, duplex disrupt energy, nucleosome positioning preference and propeller twist, and the average classification performance for these five models is 82%. The choice of the negative datasets can lower or increase the classification power, but this gain or loss is on average not significant (see Supplementary Material). In our study we only consider clusters, or core-promoter classes, that have an *F*-value of \>65% as being significant.

The discriminatory power between core-promoter sequences and the negative instances also depends on the window size, or smoothing we perform, as can be seen in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Using a small window size will give small but very specific promoter classes that can also be easily distinguished from non-promoters according to our classification benchmarks. On the contrary, a class of promoters delineated by using a larger window will lead to poorer classification results. For example, for the structural model nucleosome positioning, the classification performance of the *Arabidopsis* core promoters decreases from 97 to 87% and 79% when we enlarge the window size from 1 to 5 and 10, respectively ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, enlarging the window size increases, as expected, the smoothness of the structural profile, but eventually too much local information will be lost and only the global information content will be uncovered, rendering the outcome less productive. In the end, the difference between the promoter sequences and non-promoter sequences will become unclear due to an excessive smoothing of the raw data. We have to keep in mind that the classification results for the smaller window sizes are only applicable to a subset of the core promoters, whereas when using a larger window size these results are applicable for almost all core promoters (see above and Supplementary Material).

The classification results, i.e. the success in discriminating between core- promoter and non-core-promoter sequences, are similar for all core-promoter classes and are not only good for those with the highest quality values. A slight decrease in classification power for the clusters with a lower quality label can be observed for some structural models (see Supplementary Material). This can be due to the fact that these classes contain fewer sequences than the classes with a higher quality label, so that the signal of the distinctive structural elements is less pronounced and as a consequence the classification performance is lower. However, the overall classification power remains very high (close to 80%) and shows that even the smaller core-promoters classes contain sufficient structural information to differentiate them from the negative sequences.

Apart from the LSVM for discriminating core-promoters from non-core-promoter sequences, the AQBC method was also used for this purpose. On average, the AQBC method performs ∼10% better than the LSVM (data not shown). However, we believe this to be mainly due to the fact that the same technique was also used for the initial delineation of the different core-promoter classes. Owing to this potential bias, we preferred to use the LSVM in evaluating the discriminative power for different structural model characteristics.

Specific structural profiles
----------------------------

The different profiles that correspond to specific core-promoter classes based on certain structural models can give us a more detailed view of the structure of a core promoter and can provide us with information about the various structural elements that describe or delineate the given core-promoter class. Here, we will limit our discussion to one of the structural models (bendability) while other models will be discussed in more detail elsewhere.

Regarding the cluster with the highest quality value, our observations from the bendability profile are in very good agreement with those of Pedersen *et al*. ([@b2]), who performed a large-scale investigation of three different structural models describing DNA bendability. These authors described a common structural profile for bendability as being low in a region upstream of the TSS and significantly higher downstream of the TSS. As can be observed in [Figure 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the region upstream of the TSS has indeed a higher bendability value than the region downstream, at least for cluster 1 (highest quality value cluster). More recently, Fukue *et al*. ([@b26]) confirmed these observations using the bendability parameters from Brukner *et al*. ([@b11]) as a structural model. They investigated in greater detail human promoter sequences that contained only a TATA-box or an Inr-box and concluded that, in addition to the profile observed by Pedersen *et al*. ([@b2]), TATA-box-only core promoters have a region between the TATA-box and the transcription start site that is also more flexible.

In contrast to these previous observations, we can clearly distinguish new core-promoter classes that exhibit alternative structural profiles ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). If we look at these structural profiles, we can clearly see that the different maxima or minima often coincide with regions where known core-promoter elements are believed to be present ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For example, a core-promoter class that shows two peaks at positions +1 and −30 could represent a set of promoters that has an Inr-box and a TATA-box at those positions. It is well known that the structure of the TATA-box (at position −30 of the TSS) is very important for the initiation of transcription, because the TATA-binding protein introduces two sharp kinks through the intercalation of phenylalanine side chains on the DNA-binding domain ([@b52]--[@b54]).

To see whether local maxima or minima in the profiles indeed correspond to previously described boxes, we scanned our core-promoter sequences for known core-promoter elements that are over-represented with respect to the entire promoter set or the negative datasets. In general, we could not find any clear case where a specific core-promoter class could be linked to the presence of known core-promoter motifs. On the contrary, for instance, when screening the highest quality cluster of human core promoters (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, cluster1), only ∼5% of the sequences had a clear TATA-motif. Comparable results are obtained when we look at all the different core-promoter classes and the core-promoter datasets from the other organisms. These results are thus in strong contradiction to what has been previously reported by Bucher ([@b49]). However, a similar observation, namely that most human core promoters do not have a clear TATA-motif, was also made recently by Fukue *et al*. ([@b26]).

There might be two possible explanations for the apparent discrepancy between the lack of a clear TATA-motif in most of the sequences on the one hand but a clear signal of the profile at the position where one expects the TATA-box on the other hand. One reason could be that the consensus sequence or the PWMs we applied are not very accurate representations of the core-promoter motifs, due to the fact that they were constructed on the basis of a small and very specific group of promoters ([@b47]--[@b49]). As a result, they may not be able to capture the core-promoter boxes, or structural elements, present at those specific positions in most of the sequences. Alternatively, the 3D structure of the core promoter may be even more important for the initiation of transcription than the presence of the TATA-motif, or another motif, as a binding site ([@b55]). This would suggest that a TATA-motif might indeed not be present in the majority of sequences but that the signal in the profile is the result of higher-order structure information that is not being captured by using IUPAC words or a PWM.

In general, we believe that two main conclusions can be drawn from our analyses. The first one is that, based on the overall structure of a promoter, there exist a wide variety of different promoter classes. Nevertheless, these different promoter classes do show some conservation within larger phylogenetic groups (in our case plants and mammals). A wide diversity in core promoters seems to suggest an intricate level of regulation, which has been suggested before. For example, Smale ([@b56]) suggested that core promoters could be active contributors to combinatorial regulation. The second striking observation is that the different core-promoter classes cannot be simply depicted or characterized by the use of nucleotide representations. Different classes of core promoters have been described before based on the combination of known core-promoter motifs ([@b34]). However, as we have shown here, these core-promoter motifs are generally not sufficient to explain the different core-promoter classes that emerge when we look at the larger structure of a core promoter. Previous findings of over-representation of core-promoter motifs might have been biased because in general these studies were performed on very small and specific datasets ([@b47]--[@b49]). This is supported by recent genome-wide studies reporting that, for instance, the TATA-box is not a common core-promoter element \[([@b26],[@b57],[@b58]) and this study\], contrary to what has been assumed previously ([@b49],[@b59]).

Our results suggest that the binding of proteins to the DNA is not just a simple interaction between static structures but that it is a mixture of different higher-order interactions between the surfaces of the protein and the DNA helix, which are not necessarily linked to a particular nucleotide sequence.

Relation to computational promoter identification
-------------------------------------------------

Recently, there have been attempts to identify promoters on a large scale using strictly computational methods ([@b58],[@b60],[@b61]). It was shown that approximately only 50% of promoters could be correctly predicted from the genomic sequence. On the other hand, it should be noted that these methods suffer from a high false-positive rate or only predict a very specific subset of core promoters, e.g. promoters linked to CpG islands ([@b60]). Fickett and Hatzigeorgiou ([@b62]) concluded that additional structural features describing a promoter region should be considered when building tools to predict promoter sequences. This conclusion was based on the concept that, although polymerase II promoters are quite different in terms of individual organization, they are embedded into a common genomic content. This concept has been applied in some prediction tools, where, for example, Markov modeling is used to capture similarity between promoters based on certain structural features ([@b63],[@b64]). However, in all these modeling approaches, all promoters are expected to behave similarly. We believe that the performance of these tools can be greatly improved by considering that there exist different core-promoter classes, which all have a distinct structural organization. In this respect, the current study hopes to stimulate further research in computational promoter identification, based on the existence of various sub-types of core promoters.
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![Sequence information is converted to numerical profiles. In this example, the trinucleotide bendability model by Brukner *et al*. ([@b11]) is used, based on Dnase I cutting frequencies. The enzyme Dnase I preferably binds to the minor groove and cuts DNA that is bent, or bendable toward the major groove. Therefore, Dnase I cutting frequencies on naked DNA can be interpreted as a quantitative measure of major groove compressibility or bendability. These frequencies allow for the derivation of bendability parameters for 32 complementary trinucleotide pairs and range from −0.280 to +0.194. To evaluate different smoothings of the raw profile signal (see text), a sliding window approach was used with steps of 1 and a window size of 1--10, respectively.](gki737f1){#fig1}

![For *Arabidopsis* and rice, in-house core-promoter datasets were constructed. The ARAPROM dataset (7088 promoter sequences) was constructed by aligning full-length cDNA sequences, generated by Seki *et al*. ([@b31]), with the genomic sequence. The RICEPROM dataset consists of 2195 putative promoter sequences. From each original promoter sequence, 100 bp upstream and 50 bp downstream of the TSS were selected. As negative datasets, we extracted 150 bp from the non-promoter sequence part, including intron, exon and intergenic sequences. In addition, three randomized datasets were constructed, based on randomizing the core-promoter sequences.](gki737f2){#fig2}

![Profiles based on the structural model 'duplex disrupt energy' and window size 10 are shown for the four highest quality value clusters for *Arabidopsis*, rice, human and mouse ([@b42]). The position of the transcription start site is shown on the different structural profiles.](gki737f3){#fig3}

![Influence of the window size on the classification results. This shows the discriminative power to distinguish core-promoter sequences from non core-promoter sequences---for all structural models and for window sizes 1--10. For each structural model, all core-promoter sequences from the clusters with the highest quality value were mixed with 75% sequences coming from the dinucleotide-randomized dataset. The *F*-value, which combines sensitivity and specificity, is a measure for the overall performance of discriminating between core-promoter sequences and non-core-promoter sequences. Classification results were based on applying the LSVM classification method.](gki737f4){#fig4}

![(**a--j**) The first 10 clusters, as inferred by the AQBC method, of human structural profiles obtained using bendability as a structural model with window size 10 are shown. All the core promoters are aligned based on the TSS and each profile corresponds to 100 bp downstream of the TSS and 50 bp upstream.](gki737f5){#fig5}

###### 

The different structural models that were considered in our analysis

  Structural feature               Property measured                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Min             Max              Reference
  -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- -----------------
  Stacking energy                  Dinucleotide base-stacking energy scale expressed in kilocalories per mol, derived from approximate quantum mechanical calculations on crystal structures. High peaks in base stacking reflect regions of the helix that de-stack or melt more easily; conversely a minimal peak would represent more stable regions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 −14.59 kcal     −3.82 kcal       ([@b65])
  Propeller twist                  The dinucleotide propeller twist angle scale is measured in degrees and is based on X-ray crystallography of DNA oligomers. A region with high propeller twist would mean that the helix is quite rigid in this area. Correspondingly, regions that are quite flexible would have low propeller twist values                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         −18.66°         −8.11°           ([@b66])
  Nucleosome position preference   NPP is a trinucleotide model based on the preferential location of sequences within a nucleosomal core. The study was performed on sequences wrapped around nucleosome cores and in closed circles of DNA. They calculated the fractional preference of each base pair triplet for a position facing out. High value peaks represent more rigid regions where nucleosomes are less likely to appear                                                                                                                                                                  −36%            +45%             ([@b67])
  Bendability                      The trinucleotide bendability model is based on Dnase I cutting frequencies. The enzyme Dnase I preferably binds to the minor groove and cuts DNA that is bent, or bendable toward the major groove. Thus Dnase I cutting frequencies on naked DNA can be interpreted as a quantitative measure of major groove compressibility or bendability. DNA regions with a high peak correspond to regions that are more flexible than regions with a low peak value                                                                                                         −0.280          +0.194           ([@b11])
  A-philicity                      The free energy dinucleotide base pair scale, for the ethanol-induced B- to A-DNA conformational transitions in solution, was determined for a series of carefully designed synthetic duplexes. A region in the DNA with a high A-philicity value is more easily converted to the A-form than a low value region, which is more resistant to transition                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ([@b68])
  Protein-induced deformability    The dinucleotide protein deformability scale is derived from empirical energy functions extracted from the fluctuations and correlations of structural parameters as determined by the examination of more than a hundred crystal structures of DNA--protein complexes. On this scale, a larger value reflects a more deformable sequence while a smaller value indicates a region where the DNA helix is less likely to be changed dramatically by proteins                                                                                                         1.6             12.1             ([@b69])
  Duplex disrupt energy            The DNA disrupt energy was calculated using calorimetric calculation on 19 DNA oligomers and 9 DNA polymers. It has been shown that the stability of a DNA duplex depends on its base sequence and that it is not the base composition that determines the stability of the duplex. Regions with a high disrupt energy value will be more stable than a region with a lower energy value                                                                                                                                                                             0.9 kcal        3.1 kcal         ([@b70])
  Duplex free energy               For 50 DNA/DNA duplexes the thermodynamic parameters of the DNA free energy were calculated. The melting behavior of these duplexes was observed and the transition enthalpy was calculated giving dinucleotide values. Regions with a low free energy content will be more stable than regions with high thermodynamic energy content                                                                                                                                                                                                                               −2.1 kcal/mol   −0.9 kcal/mol    ([@b71])
  DNA denaturation                 The denaturation equilibrium is calculated by UV electronic spectroscopy at 270 nm of high-resolution melting experiments on 42 plasmids, containing synthetic repeated inserts. DNA regions with a low peak value are more likely to denaturate than regions with a higher peak value                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               64.35 cal/mol   135.38 cal/mol   ([@b72],[@b73])
  DNA-bending stiffness            The bending stiffness is regarded as the translational positioning of nucleosomes and more precisely the string correlation with the anisotropic flexibility of the DNA. In the analysis, a simple algorithm is used that accounts for nucleosome translational positions in terms of bending free energy. The values are given in nm, which stand for the persistence length value that is derived from experimental data. High peak values correspond to DNA regions that are more rigid, while low peak values correspond to regions that will bend more easily   20 nm           130 nm           ([@b74])
  B-DNA twist                      The study focuses on the mean twist angles in B-DNA and was calculated on 38 B-DNA crystal structures. Structures with a low twist region appear to unwind in response to steric clashes of large exocylic groups in the major and minor grooves, and those with high twist values are subject to lesser contact                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     30.6°           43.2°            ([@b75])
  Protein--DNA twist               Olson *et al*. ([@b69]) looked at the behaviour of dimer steps from 92 protein--DNA crystals complexes and calculated the average distributions of the conformational parameters that can describe the DNA variability. High peak values are more likely to be deformed by proteins than regions with a lower peak value                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             31.5°           37.8°            ([@b69])
  Stabilizing energy of Z-DNA      To search for particular DNA segments, which can adopt a left-handed Z-conformation, empirically determined energetic parameters are used. The dinucleotide parameters represent the free energy values for a transition from B- to Z-DNA. Stretches of DNA with low energy minima are more likely to form Z-DNA than a high-energy region                                                                                                                                                                                                                           5.9 kcal/mol    0.7 kcal/mol     ([@b76])
